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When the Seas are Contested
The emergence various countries’ ability to contest 
sea lines of communications calls for new 
technologies and tactical concepts by the U.S. 
Navy.  Distributed lethality, distributed maritime 
operations, and multi-domain operations are 
proposed concepts to provide a tactical edge to 
U.S. forces.  This research project was a joint effort 
by NPS and NSWCDD to develop an agent-based 
simulation to aid in their development.
PLAN Ship Type 022  firing a missile 
Accomplished to Date:
• Distributed Lethality OSM model was co-developed by NPS and NSWCDD
• NPS developed a front end analytical software package to run hundreds of 
engagements varying tactical parameters
• Distributed Lethality OSM was assessed by use in:
‒ Classified DL wargame Nov ’15
‒ Navy Exercise Valiant Shield ’16
‒ LT Kristen Eriksen analysis of helo tactics, EMCON, and ship formations 
and their effects on “first to fire” metrics in a surface engagement 
(Classified Thesis) 
Future Work
• Use DL in OSM to explore impact of addition 
Large Unmanned Surface Vessels (ACTUV) to 
Surface Action Group
• Explore multi-domain contributions to a 
distributed maritime operations concept, 




Creating a Simulation Model to Assess 
Options for Distributed Lethality
Conceive, Simulate, Then Test
Use of Simulation and Advanced Design of Experiments to 
Inform Concept and Tactical Development
• This project is a part of NPS Naval Concept and 
Tactical Development Program
• Concepts and Tactics from wargaming, seminars, 
and sponsor submissions are modeled in various 
types of simulations
• Smart design of experiments explores many 
different ways and means to execute tactics
• Advance statistics finds those important 
parameters to inform tactics development
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